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AN ANALYSIS OF SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC HEATING
WITH CONTINUOUS FLUID INJECTION
By E. B. KLUNKER and H. REESE rVEY
SUMMARY
An analysis of the steady-$tate aerodynamic heating problem
at high-supersonic speeds is made for twodimensional$ows with
laminar boundary layers. The aerodynamic heating is shown
to be reduced substantially by injeci’ing a small a-mount of coolant
through a porous surface into the boundary .k(.yer. The coolant
injection acts in two unys to decrease the aerodynamic heating:
First, and most important, the relocity pro$le is altered such
tha~ the rafe at which heat is conducted to the su~ace is reduced
and, second, the coolant absorbs an a.mou.nt of heat which. is a
function of the di$erence in temperature between the surface
and the coolant. l%e$rst qfect prcrt”desthe adrantage of cooling
by injection orer that of *imply using a coolant to absorb heat
from the surface. Calculations of the stability of the larninar
bounday layer show that for a wide range of high-speed $ight
condition the boundary layer would remain laminar at all
Reynolds numbers according to the stability-theory considerateion.
The analysis includes calcdations of the cooling requirements
and equilibrium surjiace temperatures for jiat plates and for
flat porous twrfaces with serwal rates of$uicl injection at Mach
numbers from 5 to 15 and altitudes from sea lerel to 200,000
feet. Some calculation of the sh-in fliction are also included.
INTRODUCTION
The aerodynamic heating problem assumes considerable
importance at high-supersonic speeds. Slinger and Bredt-
(reference 1) have calculated the high-speed aerod~mic
forces and equilibrium surface temperatures at, extremely I@
aItitudes where the molecuk mean free path is large (free-
molecule-flow region] compared with a characteristic body
dimension. Although under these conditions the surface
temperatures are 10W, t-he maximum liftdrag ratios become
wry small. Consequently, fllght at these altitudes maybe
satisfactory for nonlifting missiles but would be u.satisfactory
for steady level flight. On the other hand in the lower atmos-
phere (say, sea level to 200,000 ft) the liit-drag ratios are
considerably larger, but the aerodpamic heating is most
acute and some means of surface coolii must be employed
at very high speeds. The scope of the present report is
limited to a consideration of the steady-state aerodynamic
heating problem at altitudes where the air maybe considered
a continuum, and particular emphasis is placed on a means of
cooling the surface by continuous injeckion of a ffuid in the
boundary layer.
Both the heat transfer and-the drag coefficients are Imown
to be lower for Iamina.r than for turbulent flows. At super-
sonic speeds it may be possible to maintain a laminar bouncl-
arg layer aud thus alleviate the aerod--jamic heating
somewhat. The theoretical investigation of Lees (refer-
ence 2) on the stability of the ltimiuar boundary Iayer in
compressible flow indicates that the laminar layer is corn-
pletel-y stable at all Reoynolds numbers at supersonic speeds
for a su.t%ciently low ratio of surftice temperature to stream
temperature. Thus, for fIo-iv over smooth surfaces smalI
disturbances are damped and a turbulent boundary Iayer
does not develop even at. high Reynolds numbers. The
possibility of maintaining a Iaminar flow unc]er these condi-
tions with fite but small disturbances in the boundary
Iayer—t.hat is, maintaining a Iaminar boundary layer o-rer
surfaces that may be empIoyed on a high-speed “aficraf t—has
not been verified e.speriment ally. E.sperimental verification “”
of this question as well as the generaI conclusions of Lees’
work is therefore desirable. ATevertheless} in view of the
conclusion of laminar stability for infinitesimal cIisturbances,
it is desirable to investigate theoretically methods of decreas-
ing the aerodynamic heating for Iaminar flows.
The aerodynamic heating is alleviated somewhat v%h
increasing altitude, but even -with laminar flow at altitudes
of 200,000 feet the surface temperatures may be excessive at
high-supersonic speeds. An investigation of means of cooling ,
the surface is therefore desirable. One possible method of
coohg is that of injection of a cool fluid through a porous
surface into the bounda~ layer (reference 3). This coolant
injection acts in two ways to decrease the aerodynamic
heating: First, it alters the velocity profiIe such that the
heat-transfer rate from the fluicl to the surface is reduced
and, second, the cooIant absorbs an amount of heat Aich is
a function of the difference in temperature between the
surface and the coolant. The first effect provides the
advantage of cooling by fIuicI injection over that of simply
using a coolant. to absorb heat. from the surface.
Injection of the coolant through a porous surface cdfect~ the
boundary-~ayer stability in two -ways. The direct effect of
injecting a fluid in the boundary layer is to aIter the veIocity
profile such that the flow is less stable. The indirect effect
is to give a lower surface temperature which in turn tends
to make the flow more stable. ActuaI cakdations must
determine vihether the flow would be stable for given ___
conditions.” This question will be discussed in more detail.
The blowing rate should be kept as Io-was possible, consistent
with adequate cooling, since the coolant will probabIy be
carried by the aircraft. Consideration of storage would
probabIy dictate the use of a liquid, and a cooIant which has
a low temperature and a high heat capacity woticl be most
efficient.
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In the present report, calculations of the steady-state
heatingof la.minar flows are presented for several altitudes
from sea levelto 20!),000 feet; Mach numbers of .5, 10, and
15; and several clifferent surface lengths. Results are pre-
sented for a flint porous surface with three rates of coolant
injection as well as for a flat plate (no blowing). Foi”the
case of continuous injection (injection through a porous sur-
face) the calculations were based on a theory for Prandtl
number of 1.0, and in all cases the results apply to a flat
surface at zero incidence. IncIuded in the present report
are calculations of the stability of the himimar layer and
some calculations of the skin friction.
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SYMBOLS
average heat tmmsf er rate. at surface,
Bt,u/(sq ft) (see)
rate at which heat is radiated from surface,
Btu/(sq ft) (see)
rate at which heat is absorbed by cooIant,
Btu/(sq ft) (SW)
heat rate to. vaporize coolant, Btu/(sq ft) (see)
heat-removal rate, Btu~(sq ft) (see)”
temperature, “F absolute
length of surface from leading edge, feet
coordinate nortial to surface, feet
.-
conductivity, B-tu/(see) (ft) (“l? abs)
heat capacity at constant pressure,
Btu/(sIug) (“I? abs)
coefficient of viscosity, slugs/(ft) (see)
mass density, slugs per cubic foot
latent heat of vaporization, Btu/sIug
Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
(4.8X 10-’SB.tu/(sec) (sq ft) (“F abs)’)
velocity parallel to surfa~e, “f~et per ‘second
velocity normal to surface, feet per second
. .
ratio of heat capacities
stream Mach number
.
()Reynolds number %
()Prandtl number ~
coolant parameter (-’-w%)
nondimensional stream function
skin friction drag, pounds
skimfriction drag coefficient
value at surface
coolant value
stream value
isothermal value
stagnation vahw
recovery value
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ANALYSIS
In order to determine the equilibrium surfwc twnpcmturc
of a. body in motion though n fIuid, a balm-m betwwn the
heat brought to and that removal from [ho surface must be
made. This transfer of energy occurs mainly tllroilgll the
processes of convection and radiation. Tho analysis is
simplified by considering only nighLt ime opwa.t ion. ‘1’I.Nls
the cdlects of solar and atmospheric radifition are ncglcctwl
and only radiation from the airc.rnf t surface is considcwcd,
With these restrictions, then, W Iwak balnncc may bc written
as
&+H,+-AH=O (Ij
where H, is the aver~ge hea.t-t.ransfer rnt c between the Jluid
and the surface, H, is the rate at which energy is mdiatcd
from the surfs.cc, and AFI is tho rate aL which heat is tlIJ-
sorbed .by the surface. The tempwature aL which A1f= O
is termed the nafural equilibrium tmnperahuw. The rndinnL
energy for a grey body is rmdily calculn ted for a given sur-
face temperature T’, (~F abs) from tho expression
where u is the Stefan-Bol[.zmann constant and the fac[.or 0.9
is chosen as the emissivity for the present cw]culrttions, The
rate of hiat radiation is given as n function of surface lcm-
pera.ture in figure 1. The delt?rmination of tho conductive
heat rate requires the solution of tho I.wuwhmy-layer cqum-
tions. ’13e numerical solutions for high-speed flows me
lengthy and tedious, and in order to expedite the work ap-
proximate solutions were used. Although this proccdmw
affects the absolute accuracy somcwlm L, t.hc compmison be-
tween the fliit plate and a flat. surface with fluid inject-ion is
unaffe.cLed. The solutions for the flat. plnte ~nd the surface
with cooIant injection cliffm in some respects a ml we, ll~crc-
fore, discussed separately. SpecificrdIy, the stcndy-stale
heat transfer at supersonic spcwls for a flat plate and for rt
flat porous surface. with fluid injection, both tiL a cons(tinL
temperature over the entire surface, is considmx.1 hwcin.
Conductive heat transfer ,—Throughout the analysis the
flow is considered kuninar, and the temperatures thus ctilcw-
lated are later compa.rcd wiLh the results of Lho staMiLy
theory of the latninar. boundary Iayer to determine their
validity, The average heat rate Mwwe.n the fluid and u sur-
face of unit width and of length x may be written according
FIGUREI.–Rate of heat radiation for crnks!vity of 0.0.
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to Fourier’s lam of heat transfer as
‘,=’-MW3S’Z (3)
where k is the conductivity of the fluid, T is the temperature,
y is the coordinate normal to the surface, and the subscripts
denotes the value at the surface. The quanti@ bT/@ is
found by sol-ring the dynamic and energy equations of the
boundary layer. Even for a simple cotiguration such as a
flat pIate the probIem as stated becomes very di.fiicult. for
high-speed gas flows. Seyeral investigators have calculated
velocity and temperature proties from the boundary-layer
equations by various numerical integration methods(reference
4, for example); however, these calculations are insuflkient
for the present analysis. The usual method of det ermining
the h~h-speed heat transfer (references 5 and 6) is to modify
the low-speed soIutions. This practice is followed herein.
Conductive heat transfer for a flat pIate.—The usuaI gener-
aliiat.ion of the Iow-speed heat-transfer equations results by
employing values of densit y, viscosit y, conductivity, and heat
capacity based on surface conditions instead of stream va.Iues
and by modifying the t emperatmre potentiaI (reference 5).
For Ia.minar flow over a flat plate then the average heat-
tmmafe.r rate between the fluid and surface is
(4]
where the subscript O denotes the value for a flat pIat e,
p~is the density at the surface, p. is the viscosity at the sur-
face, Pr is the Prancltl number (taken as 0.72], pl is the stream
velocity, and ~~~is the recovery (or adiabatic wall) tempera-
ture, that is, the temperature an indated nonradiating sur-
face would assume in an adiabatic flow. This form of the
heat-transfer equation has proved satisfactory at mQderate-
supersonic speeds; however, it has noi been verified experi-
mentally at the high speeda considered herein.
The ratio of the temperature rise with no heat transfer to
the sta==ation-tempera ture rise is termed the recovery factor.
.4 knowledge of this factor permits the cletermination of the
recovery temperature. In general this factor is dependent
upon the geometry of the bocly and the PrandtI number and
is found from experiment or calculation. A vaIue of 0.9 is
used herein and the recovery temperature then is found from
the reIation
T,.= T,+- O.9(T,-T,) (5)
where T1 is the stream temperature and T’ is the stagnation
temperature. In order to aIIo-wfor the variation in the ratio
of specific heats with temperature, the stagnation tempera-
ture was calculated from a relation derived by quantum
statistical methods (reference 6)
M’+-5_ T,
–+’’p[%’+e+i!l-’‘6)6060 1212
whereMis the stream 31ach number. Figures 2 and 3 present
the variation of stagnation and recovery temperatures
respectively, with Mach number for several altitudes.
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The heat balance for Ia.minar flow over a flat plate at
several altitudes and Mach numbers was determine-d from
equation (1). The altitude tables of .reference 7 were used
to determine the stream temperature and density, and the
viscosity and conductivity coefficients were calculated from
Sutherland’s equation. The heat absorbed by the surface
(Am for a 10-foot surface length is given as a function of the
surface temperature in figure 4 for several altitudes. The
naturaI equilibrium temperature is found from the condition
that A~=O. This temperature, for the flat. plate (~0=0),
is given in figure 5 for severaI aItitudes, Mach numbers, and
surface lengths. In general the equilibrium temperature is
found graphically or by triaI and error.
Heat balance with continuous ffuid injection.-The high
natural equilibrium ternperatures of a fiat plate at high-
supereonic speeds emphasize the need for some adequite
means to cool the surface. Injection of a fluid through a
porous surface into the boundary Iayer changes the velocity
profile such that the veIocity gradient W at the surface is
ay
decreased. Since the temperature gradient, and thus the
heat-transfer rate, is approximately proportional to the veloc-
ity gradient, the, rate at which heat is conducted to t.hc surface
is reduced. A very small rate of fluicl injection decreases the
aerodynamic heating significantly. Since the quantity of
fluid injectecl is small, the usual boundary-layer equations
apply.
If the initial temperature of the fluid injected into the
boundary layer is lower than the surface temperature, the
cookmt wiH absorb an amount of heat proportional to the
temperature difference; furthermore; if the coolant. is a
liquid, it will absorb a.n additional amount of heat propor-
tional to the heat of vaporization. The change in the
velocity profile also alt crs the stability. of the boundary Iayer.
In reference 3 it is shown that the tluid injection is destabil-
izing, but on the other hand the effect of the he@ transfer
is stabiliz@g. Thus, the net effect of injection and cooling
must be accounted for “in the stability consideration. For a
wide range of conditions the fIow is stable in the Iaminar
form. See section entitled “Stability considerations of the
lamina.r bounda~ layer.”
For the present analysis it is assumed that” the coolant is
liquid air and that part of the heat in the boundary layer is
utilized to vaporize the coolant. The heat balance then
may be written as
H.+H=+H,+H,= O (7)
where. H= is the rate at which heat is absorbed by the coolant
and H. is the heat rate required to vaporize the coolant.
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The heat radiated from the porous surface is given by equa-
tion (2) and the average value of H, is
Ji%=;;L,,,,dz=~O~:lL “’ & c/z=-L##Jdo >l?
(8)
where. L is the latent heat of vaporization (taken as 2,834
Btu/sIug), R is the Reynolds numlwr based on stream mmii-
tion, p, is Lhe density of the coolant, o, is the velocity normal
to the surface, and ~0 is a nondimensional Iiow pamnetrv+
defined as
4l-o=– 2 ;:: ‘“;;x (9)
The parameter fOarises in the t.reatnwnt. of th~ dynamic rmi -
energy cquatiom_ (reference 3). The condition of const aIIL
temperature over the surface is sat isfk’d for (.= ~onst ant.
In a- similar manner the average rate at whicil iicwl. is
absorbed by the coolant, is found as
where Cpt is the specific heal. and 7’i is t.hc~tlw~pcrature of
the vaporized coolant. The heat capmity CPt was tH1ON1as
7.712 13tu/(slug) ~ F abs) and t-he temperature Ti, ns 147° F
absolute.
As in the vase of the fia~ plate, t.hc cnhwlation of the hca[i
transfer between the boundary layer and the surface requires
a solution of the boundary-layer equations. However, for
the case of continuous injection a solution wilh certnin
simplifying assumptions is readily det vrminwl from known
isothermal solutions by a simple quad rat urr (rrfercnce 3).
()Then the quantity ~ , may be evaluated in terms of tho
slope of the velocity profile for tho isot hwnlaI probkvn, and
the. average htwL-t.ransfer rate bet.wceu thc boundaly layer
and surface is readily foumi from cquat.ion (3).
With the assumption that the Prandt] number is unity,
the dynamic and energy equatious have the same integral in
the absence of a pressure gradient, and the tempt’rature is
related to the velocity by
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Surfoce length, x, ft
(a) SeaI13v12L
FIGUItE5.—Equilibrium surfamtemjmature for varioussmounts of blowing.
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Reference 3 shows that., for flow o-rer a porous surface of
uniform temperature with continuous injection, the equations
of the compressible flovr are of the same form as the iso-
thermal case prcmided the PrandtI number is unit-y and the
viscosity varies Iinearly with temperature. The coordinate
q then is related to the isothermal value by
where the subscript iso refers to the isothermal -due and
f is a nondimensional stream function. From equations (11)
and (12) the quantity f}~= (the ~alue at w= O) can be ex-
pressed in terms of the ‘isothermal dues of the sIope of the
velocity profile, and the average con-rective heat rate is then
found as
or
/’dw}
“=(Hc’ro=0K)5fo=o(13b)
()-Aquantity equaI to four times ~ ,,,0 is tabuIated for several
wdues of ~. in reference 8. The quantity (Z&=o is the
convective heat rate for no blowing-that. is> for a flat. plate.
This reIation, however, does not. give exact agreement with
the results preciously given for the flak plate. In order to
provide a better basis for comparison of the equilibrium tem-
peratures with and tithout blowing, the quantity (H&O=o
may be replaced by Ii,O; therefore, the convective heat rate . . . .
with bIovriug may be written as
“=H’”[O1,O(1”4)
The heat brdance for surfaces with cooIant injection is
determined from equation (7) by employing the foregoing
relations. The equilibrium temperatures for seYeral blowing
rat~, a.Ititudes, and Jhwh numbers me given as a function
of surface Iength in figure 5.
Throughout this report, the bounda”~ Iayer is assumed to ““
be Iaminar, ancl this condition may not be f~ed for some _.
temperatures calculated. The results should then be Checked ..
ag~~st the stabfity criterions for laminar boundary layers.
Stability considerations of the Iaminar boundary layer.—
The direct effect of injection of a fluid in the bounda~ layer
is to destabilize the flow; whereas, the effect of removing heat
is stabilizing. The stability problem then is to determine the
minimum critical Reynolds number (that, is the ReyuoIds
number at which the flow &t becomes unst abIe) for a given
surface temperature, 31ach number, and amount. of coolant
injection. The range in which the heat-transfer calculations
are vaIid can therefore be determined by comparing them
with the results of such stability ca.Iculations. In reference 2,
a detailed consideration of the stability problem is presented
for compressible viscous fluids, ancl in reference 3, an analysis
is presented for the spec~c case of flows oYer a porous surface
with continuous injection.
Insteacl of determining the minimum critical Reynolds
number> it is more con-renient to determine the surface
temperature required to make the flow stable at. all Reynolds
numbers for a given Jlach number and fluid injection rate.
Because of the e~.reme curvature of the velocity profiles with -
injection of gas at the wall, the appro-simat e formulas of
reference 2 for the miniium critical ReyrioIcls number” are
not applicable and the iteration method of that- report. must
be employed. A estimate of the due of minimum critical
Reynolds number, which will serve as a stability criterion,
is obtained by tal.@ the phase ~elocity to have its maximum
possible -due. This condition occurs when @,(z)=0.580.
(See reference 2 for the detition of the. stability parameters.)
For that. -due of Q,(z), the two branches of the curve of
wave number a against R coincide and hence the phase
velocity for each branch approaches the same vahie
(’=l-+)asR+m.
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The actual calculation consists of choosing a stream 3fach
number and fluid injection rate. The value of c is taken as
.
1
—~ and a. trial value ~f T,/Tl is assumed. Equations (24)
and (25) of reference 2 me used to obtain a zeroth approxima-
tion to the values of @i(z) and *,(z). Figure 9 and equations
@8) and (29) of reference 2 are used tci determine successive
approximations to @$(z). If the fl.nal value of @,(2)# 0.580,
the assumed value of TJTl was incorrect and a new value
must be tried with the corresponding new velocity profile.
The surface temperature for stability is given as ~ function
of Mach number for a given amount 01 injection in figure. 6,
and those.. temperatures may be compared directly with
those found from the heat-transfer calculations. lf the
calculated surface. temperatures are equal to or less thnn
those found from the stubility considerations for a given
Mach number and coolant injection rate, the fiow is stable
for all Reynolds numbers. For finite values of the minimum
critical 13eyno1ds number somewhat higher surface temper-
atures for stability would be aHowed.
Skin friction.—The skin friction is readily determined
once the velocity profile is known. The skin friction drag is
given by
—
‘=soww’
or, in terms of drag coefficient.,
For a linear variation of viscdsity with temperature, equa-
tion (15) reduces to
~D_4 dw
f W&) S,,* -
(16)
Stream MYch num&er, M
FIGUREO.-Criticrd surfacetcrnpcratumfor boundary layers that are stable for all Reynolds
numbers.
The skin-friction drag cocfllcient ctdculat.wi from equation
(16) is presented in figure 7. This quantity is independent.
of Mach number because of the linear tiscosity-tel]]l>crnturc
relationship. The skin-friction cocficicIIL dccrcascs wi[h
Mach number (Prandtl number less thrm 1.0) for a viscosity-
T 0.76()temper~ture relation given by ~= -T; . (% refcrcnceq.}
The actual variation with Ilach numhcr, howcwcr, dcptnds
to a hinge extent on the nature of the viscosity-Lempcraturr
relation. In general the variation of the drag coeficiw~L
with Alach number is small compared with the change duo
to fluid injection.
DISCUSSION
The results of the steady-state hinting analysis for Inminnr
boundary layers are shown in figures 4 and 5. ~\lthrmgh thr
analysis refers specifically to ~tfiat surfmm at zero imidencc,
the ca.ic.ulations me indicat ivc of tho l~igh-spmi hwtling
problem in grmer@. The calcuhitions show th!~t. tho shwdy-
state temperatures are significantly dependent on the 31ach
numberl and altitude and to a lesser CX1OI11.on the surfam
leng~h, and tll@ continuous injection of a cool ilui~ ill the
boundary layer reduces the equilibrium tcmpwat urcs
substant idly.
The average ~mount of heat thtit must bc removed from
the surface of a fiat pln.te 10 fed. long to maintain a given
equilibrium surfaco temperature is shown in figure 4. It is
readily apparent that the cooling requirements me incrmscd
with high speeds and low ah it.udcs. Similnr calcuhltions for
other surface lengths indicate thtit tho aerodynamic healing
is alleviated somew-hat for longer surfwws.
The calcul~teci equilibrium surface Lemperat ww fire pre-
sented iil figure 5 as a function of the length of t.hc surface for
several altitudes, Mach numbers, and coohmt injwtion rat w “”
It””-is“t-ipja.rent that the tempwatures of t.hc surfaces wilh
coolant injection are appreciably lower than lhosc of [ho
flat plate (fo=O). For these mlculutiws the coolgn t. WM
assumed to be liquid air. By choosing a coolanb with a highrr
heat capacity, even lower temperatures w-ouhl result. From
consideration of a high heat capacity and a low vapor t cvn-
peratme, liquid hydrogen would be a logical choice for thr
coolant.-” The injection of foreign gas may tdh~r the s[til~ilil~;
considerations somewhtj and for thuL rmson no cahwhit.ions
for the $me in which hydrogen is uscii as the coolant wv
included. Figures 4‘ cmcl 5 inciiratc “that, [ho equilibrium
temper~iures increase rapidly with Liach nund]i*r and mr
highest for low altitudes. Thr effect of surftice length 011the
equilibrium t empcwatmws is not very significant. ~fL th{’
lower yidues of the coolun t pfumnetcr fO the short Iongt !)s
are sommvhat hotter, but at the hu’gcr vrducs of f. thrrc is
little variation with length. The mnounL of coohmt injec-
tion required to provide n sizeable dccrcasc in thu convcelive
lwat rate is relatively small. For cmnlpl[’, for the most
extreme. condition considered here (lO-f Lsurfwc ]cngt h, sca
level, 31= 15, rO=– 1), the uvcrago mass Ihnv is 0.00122
slug/(sq ft) (see). At.w tilLiLu(io of .100,000 feet this vrduc
reduces to 0.00012 slug/(sq ft) (SCC). J~L a lfarh numbw
of 5 the mass flow is 0.0007 slug/(sq ft) (see) and 0.00007
slug/(sq.. ft) (see) at altitudes of sea level and 100,000 fcg[,
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respectively. For a flow paramet er of ~0= —0.5 the mass flow
would be one-half of those giren. The average coolant mass
flow decreases for increased surface lengths.
The primary effect of coolant injection is the reduction in
the amount of heat transferred from the boundary layer to
the surface. This effect may be seen from equation (14).
The heat-transfer rate with injection is equal to that for the
flat pIate times the ratio of the slopes of the velocity profles,
and this ratio is 0.492, 0.282, and 0.107 for to equal to —0.5,
—().75, and —1.0, respect iveIy. Thus, the heat rates at the
surface for ~o= —0.5 and —1.0 are approximately ?i and fro,
respectively, of that of the fiat plate.’
The fact that the heat-transfer rate with injection is
appreciably lower than that. of the flat plate suggests the
possibility that pm% of the boundary Ia.yer near the trailing
edge could be suckecl off and used as the fluid to be injected
in the bounchu-y layer. This air, of course, is hot and would
heat up the boundary layer, but it might be e.spected that
the. net &fect would be a reduction in surface temperature
over that of a flat plate. ~ few calculations were made on
this basis, but for aLl conditions calculated the heat added
was found to be large and the net effegtt was @ produce
equilibrium surface temperatures slightly higher than those .
for a flat plate.
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The critical ratio of surface temperature to stream temper-
ature for stfibility of the boundary layer. for all Reynolds
numbers is given as a function of the stream hlach number in
figure 6. Accurate calculation of the stability at high llach
numbers is difficult and for that reason the results are shown
with clashed curves above a Nla.ch number of .5. For all the
rwdts in figure 5, however, the stability analysis tidic.ates
that the boundary layer is htminar for all Reynolds numbers.
The effect of injection on the stability is clea.rly shown in
figure 6. At high-supersonic speeds (say 114>3) the surface
radiation alone p~vides adequate cooling to maintain a
Iarninar boundary layer over smooth surfaces. .
The variation of skin-friction drng coefficient with Reyn-
olds number is shown in figure 7. The fact that the skin
friction is independent of Mach number arises from the.
assumption of a linear viscosity-temperature relationship.
For other viscosity-temperature relations the. skin friction
shows some variation with filac.h number, and the actual
variation depends cm the nature of the viscosity-temperature
relation. The skin friction is relatively small and decreases
with increased blowing rates as long as the boundary l~yer is
htminm.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
An analysis of the steady-state aerod~amic heating
problem at high-supersonic speeds for two-dimensional flows
with ]aminm boundary layers shows that the aerodynamic
heating is reduced substantially by injecting a small amount
of coolant through a porous surface into the boundary layer.
Calculations of the stability of the laminar layer show that
for moderate rates of injection the boundary layer is stable.
at all Reynolds numbers, and these injection rates provide
adequate cooling for many high-speed flig~$ conditions. The
ctdculatione show that the equilibrium surface temperatures
are signi.ficantly dependent oq the Nfac.h number and altitude.
and to a lesser extent on the surface length. In view of the
conclusion of laminar stability and tlw large decrease in aero-
dynamic heating with a small amoun~ of coolant injeclion,
it is desirable to investigate the problem furth{~r lJoLl~cxpwi-
ment.aHy and analytically since thu method appmrs practical
for some high-speed flight applications. I?ur[lwr invesligrt-
t,ions should include a study of the efkctivencss of injcwtiug n
fluid into the laminar sublnyer to decrcmc turbulent ttero-
dynamic heating.
LANGLEY lkEBoNAUTICAL LABOR.4TORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS, l
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., Septembtr 29, 1949,
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